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At] NEW topcoat, and hat, 
bought early, is really 2 Old Town 
new Spring outfit, isn’t it 

In addition to the service they Canoes 
give, they freshen up your ap- | 
pearance wonderfully, so that 
the old suit does very well Spring days will soon be 
until warmer weather. here and you will be with- 
We gave tem in great var- out a canoe. Why put it 
iety, from gabardines at twen- 
ty-five dollars to Society Brand off any longer. 
creations in imported fabrics We are now taking orders 

at fifty. for Old Town Canoes. An 
We should like to show them order now means an early 
to you. 

delivery. 

Baillie, O'Connell & 

E. J. Grady, Mer. 

The Branch Bank Save Your Sole 
of Wisconsin 

bring them to the 

The Students’ Bank Goodyear Shoe 
| Repair Co. 

666 State Street 

252-256 W. Gilman St. 

Badger 1637 Get them back the same day
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; ©... === hour which we prefer to leave nameless, intimat- 
CONTENTS ing only that it is considerably later than the cus- 

Page tomary retiring hour of genteel people. Here, 
Bditorials ......0.0 00 .ccceeececcccecevececccee, 127 one might well observe, is a very paradise of lax- Rubai Jottings ..............Philip G. Fox.... 129 ity and lawlessness. Yet even as Eve in the orig- 
Walter de ja Mare......Margaret Emmerling.... 130 inal horticultural precincts yearned after the for- 

Via Mentis..............,Phinees Mahoney... 125 || biden, and chafed under restriction, so now there Street Lights..............A. Laurie Brazee.... 135 are those who find our all too lenient rules to be Mr. John Barrymore: an Impression..F. A.M.... 136 irksome, and consider them, forsooth, a good deal A Sort of a Play................F. D. Crane.... 137 
Leaves from a Notebook......W. E. Leonard.... 138 of a bore. 
The Heart of the Sapphire.Guy K. Tallmadge.... 140 Let us contemplate for a moment, not without 
The Ballade of the Three Loves............... seemly shudderings, the spectacle which would seeeseceecesseeeee.. Gaston d’ Arlequin.... 142 : eas . 
A Translation of Horace. Horace V. Gregory.... 143 greet our appalled eyes if the present pitifully in- Philistinism .............Irvin M. Schafrin.... 143 adequate barriers to personal liberty were re- 
Jacob Gold. sees eee eeeeeeeees «Carl Rakosi.... 144 moved. We admit that college women are intelli- 
Book Reviews ........ 0... . ccc eee eeceeecc cess 144 gent, often highly intellectual, but it is practi- 

cally inconceivable that they should possess suffi- 
cient Judgment to know when to come home, or 

Biow, Currew, Buow! One need not be as crusty sufficient moral strength to do so of their own ac- 

as Juvenal nor as anile cord. Were our present sane regulations to be 
as Anthony Comstock to look askance upon the abolished, what would there be to prevent our 
deplorable freedom of college women. We should girls from staying out all night? Nothing, abso- 
be derelict in our duty, it would weigh upon our lutely nothing, with the possible exception of a 
otherwise unburdened conscience through all fu- native sense of decorum, or a normal desire for 
ture years, if we had allowed so grievous a condi- sleep. In all seriousness, we question whether 
tion to endure unprotested. For if the immoral these flimsy safeguards can ever be relied upon 
tendency toward feminine independence be not to maintain the integrity of our young woman- 
checked, who can doubt that liberty will become hood. Human nature is frail, and far too sus- 
licence, and restraint be thrown utterly to the ceptible to the delights of being tardily abroad. 
winds? Only by rigorous edicts can we combat the insid- 

It would be futile to inquire and profitless to ious lure of nocturnal devagation. 
discuss what has brought about the present We do not hesitate to urge the adoption of even 
lamentable state of affairs. Enough that, in de- sterner measures than those with which we are 
fiance of all orthodox monasticism, present regu- now blessed. Let it be remembered that here in 
lations permit the college woman to be absent Madison our girls are far from home and mother, 
from her domicile and totally unaccounted for as subject to all the temptations of a big city; that 
late as ten o’clock at night. Worse still, two their parents have entrusted to us their moral 
evenings a week their liberty is extended to an welfare. We must be true to our trust! What
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would father think if he knew his little Harriet words hurt his ears! But you are contributing to was staying out until ten at night? What would the race of words and he is only repeating. So grandmother think of a school which allows its you are more important than he is. Ask him of. girl students to walk about alone and unchaper- ten if he minds dying. But then you think of oned after dark? Oh, for a return to the sterling your soul. Your lovely white soul that you put to virtue of our forefathers, who tolled the curfew bed every night. It always weeps when you make promptly at six-thirty, or whenever it was—! others irritable. But one must be strong enough 

F. D. C. to transcend one’s soul. | / 
Sometime words will have their freedom. They Tue New Freepom. Everyone knows the sort of will break away from their drivers and run down 

' person who tells you to the road with the reins flying through the dust. break up your thoughts with commas and semi- Can’t we give them more space for prancing? colons instead of periods. And who bewails the M. B. L. ignorance of modern writers. But have you met 
the man who sends out waving roars from defiant Ave Scorpio! Tue Lir takes more than ordinary lips because you have murdered a word? You pleasure in welcoming the novus must meet him. Then you will want to keep on homo who made so unusual a début into the com- murdering words. It will become your favorite placency of the university and its town. Perhaps pastime. You will spend all your spare hours The Scorpion’s venom has been almost felt in the making coffins and shrouds for your little words stream of watery blood that flows sluggishly before you lay them under the ground. And this through the veins of the indolent and self-suf- isn’t entirely due to the fact that you hike to do ficient body of the populace. Too torpid to sense the things you are told you must not do. It is the sting of irony, too lamblike to resent the ig- just that you are finding that words are sometimes nominy of ridicule, a few of these radoteurs may more than words, and that their personalities are be piqued by the challenge of insult, which we as flexible as your own. If you have ever watched hope is still sufficiently virile to pierce the callous- a word put on its hat and walk down your tongue ness of their apathy. 
out into the world you will always want it to do In truth, we feel it to be high time for the ad- as it pleases. If you believe in vows you will vent of a heretic to antagonize, codte qu’ al cotte, make one at that moment. And now your words the disgustingly deadening tendency of the natu- 
will make their own streets and cities and worlds. ral course of affairs, and if The Scorpion’s early And you will watch them. If you are grammati- rampages from Dan to Beersheba, appear to bea 
cal you will shudder at times, but if you are for- slightly puerile weltschmerz, we may scatter our 
tunate enough not to be hampered in that way you. grains of allowance perhaps a little more freely 
will sigh long and deeply. Here is ecstasy. Now than is customary, and indulge the fond hope that 
you are free to add to the race of words as rap- Icarus will not fly too straightly toward the sun. 
idly as you please. Quaint words, crazy words, Indeed, it might be that we may even dare to 
words with limp arms and broken hearts. Don’t whisper a little congratulation to the ‘* private 
let anyone stop you. Down with birth control! citizens’’ who edit this ‘political fortnightly’? for 

But he will say: their unparalleled display of faith in the suprem- 
‘‘Good Lord, there are some two or three hun- acy of the Constitution of the Republic over cer- 

dred thousand words in the English language. tain Powers That Be. 
Isn’t that enough for you?”’ At any rate, we are happy to wish these gentle- 
How does one answer? One must look back men success in their “ private enterprize’’, uncen- 

first at those flashing eyes and then reply: sored and unrecognized though that enterprize be. 
“That is not enough for me. One word that I We ourselves have made no pretence of being | 

create myself is worth more to me than all the political, and very seldom have we voiced politi- 
others that have already been created.’’ cal opinions,—not necessarily because we hold 

_ “Then don’t bother others with them. We are none, however. As for our Indispensible, The 
satisfied with the English language as it stands.”? Daily Cardinal,—ah, yes, The Daily Cardinal! . 

He wants you to wilt but you must not. In- Really, gentlemen of The Scorpion, it is exceed- | 
stead you must ask him if he minds dying soon ingly difficult for us, Jaded as we are, to maintain | 
because you have been taught manners in the mens aequa in arduis, and when we contemplate — 
home and cannot bear to harm anyone. And your the Atlantean strength of your competitor, when _
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we consider how infinitely more crying is the need sides containing news of books and authors, the 
for battles of editorial wits over the Presidency work of a number of Chicago artists,—Szukalski, 
of the Senior Class than for like battles over the Rosse, and Wallace, among others—has appeared 
disarmament of the nations—ah, we dare not even from time to time in its pages. ‘‘It is unusual, 
to complete our thought! | yes,’’ said Ben Hecht, ‘‘but we feel sure that there 

- But for all of our doubts and misgivings, we is a group sufficiently large to merit a publication 
hope that Scorpy’s stinging tail found the heel of of this sort.”’ : 

Achilles when Achilles tried stepping on him. One | 
might almost have thought that Achilles was be- Selected from twenty one black and white etch- 
ginning to forget that he was not quite invulner- ings which are soon to appear in a collected vol- 
able. ; ume, the cover design of this issue is an excellent 

Once again, ave! example of the work of the young Polish artist 
G. KT. and sculptor, Stanislaus Szukalski. Struggling 

és . yy for a long time unnoticed in the grime and ugli- 

movitahe vespone ened othe ae ness of Chicago, Szukalski has now received de- 
ciation which is heaped ‘upon ri resent dav served acclaim. Something of the fierceness and 

newspaper. The enormous fortunes. which ur. terror which lurks always in l’enfant terrible, the 
; me P city, is found in his art. Covici-McGee, Chicago 

veyors of sensational news have acquired would plishers, will brine out this collection in a vri- 
seem to make this an indisputable fact. In blat- m wr a8 } oP 

. . . vate edition, containing one hundred and six half 

ant, staring headlines the journals of today mir- tones and fourteen color reproductions, some time 
ror the tragedies and misfortunes of all the world. . Aori P ’ : 
Regardless of what the lone sufferine ““peovle? 2 pril. It has been through the extreme kind- 

8 5 no PSP ness of Covici-McGee that the Lrr has been per- 
may or may not want, the Chicag ° Literary Tumes mitted to reproduce this etching. M. W. C. 
has made its appearance in the journalistic world. 

The latest graft charge, the prurient divorce case, , 
ereate no furor in the offices of this unusual pub- 
lication. A new volume of poetry, the latest novel 
of a writer about whom the critics are at war, the EDITORS 

collectors’ find in some obscure book shop, are the Frank D. Crane Guy K. TaLLMaDGE 

events which command black headlines and fa- Marcaret EMmeriine Louise SMITH 
vored space. Under the editorship of Ben Hecht, Marcery Latimer KENNETH FEARING 
Chicago novelist and playwright, this weekly jour- | 
nal issued its first number on February 26. Be- — 

RUBAI JOTTINGS 

Pump G. Fox | 

And when the bells upon the watchtower rang 

Announcing Eve with many a sullen clang, 
I smiled, remembering ’twas with Eve 

| My soul unto the heart of Phedra sang. 

O Maid beneath the hanging crescent moon, 
O Passion that folds its tiring wings too soon, 

Why nod, now that the morning light 

| Treads o’er the lake with silver shoon.
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Walter de la Mare © 
Marcaret EMMERLING 

They say that, chronologically, Walter de la Ptolemy; their gold thread gleamed on the Ark 
Mare was first a journalist. Then he published of the Covenant; and it was apparel of their 
a little volume of verse called Listeners, and peo- weaving in which the Queen of Sheba marvelled 
ple wondered at the sweetness of his voice; later before Solomon. The very shoes of his apes, 
came more poems, a rich wild tale in prose, The sown in with seed-pearls and splinters of ame- 
Three Mulla-Mulgars, a novel, and, when nothing thyst. .. .’” 
he did could any longer surprise them, he wrote Through the middle ages, down to nineteenth 
that iced-lightning dream, The Memoirs of a Mid- century England, these great artisans persist, 
get. That book is new among his works, of a dif- struggling at last against the competition of ma- 
ferent color and sound, yet the thread of it ran chine and efficiency, but refusing to mar by one 
through Motley, The Veil; through all of his second’s haste the splendor and marvel of their 
poetry, I suppose, and it can be found glimmering work. At last a young Lispett comes into charge, 
in Inspet, Lispett, and Vaine, a new ‘‘sort-of who is a little more fine than the finest before 
story’’ as he calls it, ina late Yale Review. The him, a little more exquisitely insistent. And the 
thread that runs through everything is the en- result, in the words of Maunders, the teller of the 
chantment of the tiny, the romance of the exqui- tale,—‘‘Things do as a matter of fact rot of their 
site, and, in the short story, the splitting of the own virtue—inverted, so to speak.’’ This is what 
gossamer because it was too fine, or the rotting happened here: 
of it,—you can look at it in two ways. ***The story goes that a certain Empress, re- 

The clearest thing about him, in fact, is the lit- nowned for her domestic virtues, commanded a 
tleness of his subject; you might speak of his tri- trousseau for yet another royal niece or what not. 
umphant assertion of the minute, of patterns deli- A day or two before the young woman’s nuptials, 
eately pricked, and so on; but having gone so far, and weeks laté, arrived silks and tissues and fili- 
you must say one other thing: that he is never grees spun out of some kind of South American 
merely dainty; he is daintily lavish, or daintily and Borneo spider silk, such as only a nymph 
exotic (yes!) but that is a different matter. In could wear. My dear K., it nearly hatched a 
the Midget, for instance, he revels in a detail like European war.’ ”’ 
this,—that Mrs. Monnerie gives to her wee friend, And at last, ‘‘ ‘He turned out a kind of ludi- 
her “‘pocket Venus’’, a cape ‘‘composed entirely crous doll’s merchandize—utterly beautiful little 
of the shimmering emerald feathers of a hum- infinitesimals in fabrics worth a hundred times 
ming-bird.’’ their weight in rubies. ... .’”’ 

The Midget goes to bed with a headache from In this story, as in the Midget, Mr. de la Mare 
the fumes of the horrible, artificial scents of nor- has rich opportunity for enumeration, arranging, 
mal people; she is made quite wretched by the and playing with delicious detail. Silks, wasps, 
scraping of their great feet upon the carpet; she a supper of sliced cherry and milk, and on and on. 
shudders at their gawky thumpings and pawings. But in both there is more than that. There is the 

_A delicate and intense personality finds out the Midget’s terrible, acute understanding of the peo- 
heavy grotesque, the lumpish buffoonery of ordi- ple about her, there is her sublime serenity at 
nary folk; that is the gist of the story. In Lispet, moments, and then, the bitterness when they al- 
Lispett, and Vaine, the thing is done in a differ- lowed her to get herself drunk (kicking, caroling, 
ent way. It is the story of an ancient firm of performing for them) and of course, her fine 
spinners, weavers, and embroiderers, whose work ‘moral certainty. 
fmally is wasted because it is too finely wrought. Walter de la Mare is one of those persons who 

__ ***The priestesses of Astaroth are said to have mix poetry with their prose. Perhaps he is in- 
danced in the gauze of L. L. & V.’s handiwork. fluenced by the imagists, for he is very concrete; 
‘They. exploited the true bombyx ages before but I am quite sure that his style could be criti-
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cized for the weight of its luscious detail. It has ‘‘Lovely in dye and fan, 
not the swift, bright simplicity of ascetic prose. A-tremble in shimmering grace, 
It is in very fact half poetry; indeed I think that A moth from her winter swoon 
if parts of The Tempest or of Midsummer Night’s Uplifts her face. 
Dream had been done in prose instead of in iam- ‘ 
bie pentameter, they would have had a ring very Stars from her glamorous eyes; 
like some things in Walter de la Mare. His sen- Watts on her plumes like mist; 
tences are too rich to be swift, sometimes too in- In eestasy swirls and sways 
tricate even for clarity. But occasionally they To her strange tryst.’’ 
have grandeur. And these two lines from Bitter Waters: ‘‘The spectral rattle of the parched beechleaves 7 
on the sapling, the faintest whisper in the skele- We hanged up our harps 
ton bracken set me peeping, peering, tippeting; On the trees that were there.’’ 
and the Invisibles if they heeded me, merely smiled phat is, quite literally, more than Biblical sim- 
on me from their grave, all-seeing eye. As for plicity; more sweetness, more hopelessness. For the first erystal sprinkling of frost, I remember the Psalm has it “Upon the willows in the midst in my folly I sat down (bunched up, fortunately, thereof, we hanged up our harps.”’ 
in honest lamb’s wool) and remained, minute by There is not much more to be said about his 
minute, unstirring, unwinking, watching as if in verge. It has rare touches of intimacy, of sweet 
my own mind the exquisite small fires kindle and melancholy, sour melancholy, and tranquillity. 
flit from point to point of lichen and bark, until—_ Byt you will find also occasional stale cliches, like out of this engrossment—little but a burning icicle ‘“‘Those starry eyes,’’ and such a sightless blun- 
was left to trudge along home.”’ der as this: 

To analyze such a fragment of picture and “ . 
mood, solemnly to say, here it limps, there it And two red lips set curiously 
dances, and for such and such reasons, would Like twin-born cherries on one stem.”’ 
seem foolish. I want to point to it merely, say- Now and then he forgets himself and lets a 
ing, ‘‘Listen. Listen to this.”’ commonplace slip out. 

His verse is rarely so penetrating as the finest It seems that Walter de la Mare’s virtues are 

of his prose, but there are some enchanting mor- gy) small, his sins all, or nearly all, of omission, 
sels. There is for he is engrossed in little things. His art is 

“The Moth microscopic, he illuminates what duller eyes miss. 
He is lightning without thunder. He stirs to 

‘‘Tsled in the midnight air, poignancy, but he can not tear, shatter, or wreck. 
Musked with the dark’s faint bloom, He is a delight. 
Out into glooming and secret haunts Yet some there are who will say that he is un- 

The flame cries, ‘Come!’ important. 

| ANACREONTIC 

' Catuerine MEYER 

Sing down your wineless fears! | 
. A bouyant greekling cheers 

The vine: its bursting grape | 
The antic heel shall rape | 
At Bacchanalian dance 

Of goatish prank and prance. |
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Via Mentis / 
KENNETH FEARING 

I war, suffered nervous break-down, and slow con- 
In the whole of a good rendering of Bourelli’s valescence.”’ 

Kralna the volume of sound is not once increased The buoyancy was slowly lost, and silence fol- 
or diminished; the complete cycle, through pas- lowed heavily. Cummings tapped the ugly sugar- 
sivity, portent, revelation, vitiation, and return to bowl with his finger-nails, while Randall stared 
passivity, is maintained at a dead level as far as_ steadily and absently at a table in a far corner 
pure momentum is concerned. Yet how the sym- of the room. Here was life on a plane surface; 
phony begins to glow and swell, irradiating quick, flat, lukewarm, unattended. A thin thread of con- 
small gleams from its thousand facets, pin-points sciousness strung the colourless, transparent. 

of lights that come and vanish so rapidly that they hours together, and everywhere there was day- 
are scarcely caught, until the total effect is that of light. One falls into the habit of asserting that 
a strange prism discharging lights never seen be- this and this only is life, in reality, forgetting the 

fore— lights, let us say, that lie in the core of our obvious: that life is a matter of blood, bone, mus- 

enveloping reds and blues; lights more intuitive cle, gland, and nerve. Curiously wrought is the 
than optical. And then the symphony cools to a nervous system, more complex than any micro- 
ruby, faints to a jet, and finally lies latent, like scope will reveal. And to say that life is only a 
a pale opal. plane surface, or even three- or four-dimensional, . 

What does it? The calm violins of the prelude merely because an infinity of atoms in the body | 

still echoing in the mind as overtones, while the seems to have adopted ten or a score set arrange- 
flaccid pitch-pipes of the later movements snatch ments, is stirring the salty ocean with an ex- 
a sharper insistence? Colour follows colour, and tremely small spoon. 
the first throws itself with each succeeding, yet ‘Judge Kurl has suppressed Trenton’s new. 

_ with varying and oddly converse effects. Not a novel, Cadmus!’’ stated Randall with forced fer- 
chord born in Kralna is born to die; each is turned vor and a show of contempt. 
this way or that, now the background of a love, ‘“When?”’ 
now the thread of a hate. . ‘‘Today’s newspapers. God, how it wearies 

| IT , me! I ask you, Cummings: is it gentlemanly to 
It was three o’clock of a December afternoon. tear up a work of art I might like, and you might 

Cummings and Randall drank their coffee and ate like, merely because it is apt to derail some al- 
their oyster cocktails in Raeh’s Tea Room, glit- ready half-deranged, hysterical woman or man? 
tering lightly over the surface of wit, pausing in And who in the devil is Judge Kurl to decide for 

indolent, unpoised silences. me, for the rest of humanity, whether that book 
‘Zola, I regret to say,’? commented Randall, is art or obscenity? Better to chuck away half 

**Zola had the lamentable habit of picking his toes humanity than lose a Pamela.”’ 
in public, although there are some who say he ‘Why?’ asked Cummings curtly. 
announced God at the same time.’’ ‘“Why?’? echoed Randall, amazed at Cum- 

“But they were healthy toes,’ Cummings re- mings’ withholding assent. 
joined. | **Yes, why? In the first place, I don’t give a 

‘**Ha! You think that?’’ Randall retorted, mock- whoop how high-brow some of your intelligentsia 
melodramatically. term themselves; the most of them are neurotics, 

‘**Not otherwise. ’’ not to say erotics, quite easily unbalanced by the 
‘Then consider La Débdcle. You call the spew- best work of art, if it happens to touch their own 

- ings of a senile empire, the last yellow fevers of particular neuroses.”’ 
erinoline and gold brocade healthy?”’ ‘*Well—.’’ Randall was disconcerted. ‘‘ What 

“*No,’’ admitted Cummings, ‘‘it’s not exactly do you draw from that?” 
pastoral.”’ ‘“You mean,’’ supplemented Cummings, ‘‘you 

‘A man who has read La Débdcle has gone to mean that you don’t give a damn for anybody
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but you. Therefore the book should be published to hear any more.’’ Cummings concluded his ora- 
-anyway.”’ tion in a breathless burst of contempt. 

“Right. Why should I—?’’ ‘* Well, well, well. So you’ve found us out, have 
‘Stop. Stop! Stop! Don’t please; please you?’’ Randall retorted caustically. ‘‘But sup- 

don’t tell me you’re an egoist; that there’s no pose you give us the next age in another little 
right, no wrong, that everything is arbitrary, that nutshell. That would come in handy, extremely 
you feed yourself, that there’s no reason why you handy.”’ 
should go around brotherhooding the rest of ‘The next age—the next age is going to explore 

humanity.”’ the mind.’’ 
‘*Well,”’ laughed Randall, ‘‘what is your par- Randall exploded into laughter. | 

ticular aversion to my uttering such beatific senti- ‘*Good! I can imagine how pleased the Poe- 
ments?’’ James—Wharton fans would be to hear that; to 

‘“My lad, you little reck—.’’ Cummings inter- know that the psychologists’ foundations were to 
rupted himself. ‘‘Supposing, Randall, that the be carried on.”’ 

quaint little Victorian, Miss Charlotte Bronté, ‘*Yes. Carried on. Carried on—! ‘Swept 
were to be dining with us today, and were to be- away’ might be more accurate.”’ 

gin the conversation by announcing: ‘*T surmise that you’re going in for the psychic. 
‘* *¥t’s terrible, it’s terrible the way the richer Beg pardon, but ghost-raising is a matter for the 

classes roll in luxury, paying no heed to the cries police, rather than literary exploration. But 
of their poor brothers, starving at their very what form will the discoveries take? What will 

doors!’ your pioneers have to say?’’ Randall’s voice was 
‘*T believe, Randall, that you would faint with coldly satirie. 

an acute attack of nausea. In fact, your face be- **T don’t know,’’ Cummings returned abstract- 
trays your annoyance. But picture yourself talk- edly. Then he roused himself; ‘‘Let’s get out of — 

ing to a man of the next age from ours—. Your here and get some air.”’ 
contempt for Victorianism would be a mere irri- As they left the building together, Cummings 

tation compared to the disgust that 1999 will have turned to Randall once more. : 
for us of the age of Scepticism and Irony. They “‘T don’t know,’’ he added, smiling drily, ‘‘T 
will look back at us as a brood of ghastly body- don’t know, but I can indicate. It will be like 
snatchers, deriving our entire sustenance from turning a stocking inside out, then turning it in- 
prowling about the graveyard of Victorianism, side out again—and finding a third lining.’’ 

fattening on ‘puerile destructiveness. Today— 
what do we do today? Pick and re-pick the bones Ht 

of sentiment, ignorance—yes, and even supersti- Walking slowly, they traversed several blocks, 
tion and science. It’s unfortunate we don’t re- engaged in smooth, half-hearted conversation. 

alize the English decadents finished the job inten Only in occasional lapses to silence, when the 
years—artistically. Americans have fallen into thunder of the city beat inward more deeply, did 

the habit, for twenty years now, of sneering tire- the cob-web of vitality spread itself, vaguely en- 
lessly—in print. It’s horrible. It’s pathetic. meshing them. A mechanical word thrown 

‘‘By God, man! do you know what modern art- against the skein of noise and broken, changing 
ists are doing? ‘Portraying Accurately’, ‘Re- images each time destroyed the growth of the del- 
vealing’, ‘Voicing’,—and the pitiful part about icate fabric. Both men wished subconsciously to 
that is there’s nothing worth portraying, reveal- be alone. | 

ing, or voicing, and worse,—much worse, by the And so at the station, where Randall was to 
hot arms of Baal!—the age is so ludicrous it take his suburban train, they parted perfunc- 
doesn’t know it isn’t worth the paper it’s written _ torily. 
on; it wallows, giggles, slobbers like an old, sick Cummings turned back and retraced his steps 

archangel, in its own portraiture. Why, it’s get- into the loop. It contented him to idle along, look- 

ting so bad that artists can’t starve. ing into the shop-windows, at the faces of the pas- 

“The next age speaking of us—can you hear sers-by. Cummings found by approximate calcu- 
them? ‘They wore dirty shirts, and they were in- lations that every fiftieth person in the hurrying 
tellectual’, or, ‘They didn’t live—they only knew throng was an indelibly unique individual. For 
how living was done.’ every forty-nine faces in viscous putty there was 

‘‘That’s all they’ll say of us. Nobody will want one other that stood utterly apart reflecting an
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alien spirit that sometimes strove to conceal it- man in a thousand was a distinct pattern, until 
self, sometimes moved abstractedly aloof, or he had chanced to observe more closely. 
again seemed to proclaim itself defiantly. IV 

Here went the portentous men and women of 
weakness, the race that is forever condemned to As he walked, unconcentrated and unpoised, he 
maintain an exhausting attitude of strength and 8tadually became aware of a something that did 
authority to hide its grotesquely imagined defects 2° Spring from the city, nor its constant erup- 
from itself and the distorted world. Here passed tion of faces, noises, colours. He made a lazy, 
the men and women of strength so inherent and clumsy rasp at the intrusion, which en ded in an 
flawless they were unconscious of it. Here went unspowen ik st, out qmick'y permitted his seonehts 
the calm dignified people, kindly and tolerant be- again 10 cissipate temselves in a hundred ave- 
cause they knew themselves and loved a god. aoa But the whisper of the alien would not be The boys and girls who used to lead in playing stifled; it grew more insistent, until Cummings 

robber baron and captive princess and Indian was cen tered and aware. . swaggered or minced by, still playing. But now . Rapid hoot-beats, and shouts. He listened more 

they were leaders of conquering armies, suave intently, halt-pausing in the middle of the side- 
subtle conspirators engaged in international in- walk . . : Hoot-beats and cries that rose to a 
trigues, mistresses of kings and poets. Here sharp, startling clarity and suddenly fell away. 
went the people who had loved so much they must Above the ae ann and wailing of the long have turned to hate, who had no dreams but one_. steel bolts, the little bolts, the iron ants, bugs, rats, 

that they were immune to dreams, and the hope- and reptiles of the city, again and again there 
lessness of dreams, and therefore stood apart. seemed to fall on Cu ngs ears the hoof-beats 
from the rest of the world. Were it not for this and sudden cheers ofa flying cavalcade. Through 
one happy illusion they would indeed stand apatt. all the roaring and : ‘umbling, there were moments 
Here walked the hurried victims of their own con- when he could distinctly hear the clattering iron 
sciousness, nervous and unsocial, feeling them- th stone ane dirt, snatches of oaths and shouts, 
selves differentiated and hunted, for they could He mms 4 » feel th ome and gone In a moment. 
not silence the whisper that they have sinned, and © seemed to Teel the motion, and to half-glimpse it may be written on them. Dreamers passed the body of horsemen wherever he looked. An . , ., 
watching the nameless, thoughtless images that hal lucination, perfec t and real, 
came unbidden to their heads. And there were hi what woe, endid lusion ys he muttered to 
wise, aloof philosophers, and men and women of r is at an illusion ? 
good, hard common sense, brisk, smiling, and Again and again the impression surged up, and 
there were lovers of hate and lovers of sorrow, left as sudden! yA Mazzinit A Mazzini! and lovers of love came the ery, like a re-echo, while the troop rode ae ec 9 | 

But somewhere among them, in these formless. ne oF Keghor Keghor and there was a 

crudely elemental crowds that coursed along the hots rane out oe itening a we pistor 
street like a muddy river at flood, came the fiftieth from his . d dle Th on ‘they . me son er slippe 

individual, who belonged to no man or woman, or . _ 
pigeon-hole, or dream. His face was a single noon Samim on Clark Street, od matter: 
hieroglyph, unreadable to the world, and there- from all red-cloaked ali *) —_ t th OF years 

"fore incredibly terrible. Or his countenance por- —for Cummings cavaliers: Yet there it was 
trayed such tangles and snarls of human emotions . ys . | . . 
that the onlooker who saw would shiver back in , wight or nine times it swept back to him, dis- 
cold pity. inctly, and each time he fled across the leagues 

Cummings looked for th of space, the choked corridors of time, penetrated 
glimpsing eam te vobg FF v ers an denen an the noise and bustle of modernity, and found him- 

, Seif in perfect accord with his illusion. A suffo- 
tl they pace almost toute and reer une sang nostalgia erept over him. On that day, the 

“ ‘ 7 East: Lou. . ( ~ day of the great ride, the Flemish wine was like 
7 oe cee chav sng in me swarm like any- quicksilver in his veins; the cool wind unendu- 

en Se sun me ° 7 um to an rably fal of a burning springtime that consumed 
© number of these crea- him, and did not consume him. The sun was ex- tures-apart. He would not have believed that one (Continued on page 152) |
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Amatoria 
Putineas Manoney : 

I 

If she:swears with lips alluring - 
Love is Love and all enduring, 
True she is,— | 
Answer this,— 
Close her lips within a kiss. 

If she whispers, ‘‘ Now or never; 
Love is Love, but not forever.’ — 
Answer you, 

‘*This is true.’’ 
Take her with a kiss or two. 

If she’s cold with shame and sorrow: 
‘*Love is Love and gone tomorrow.”’ 
True is she; 
Quietly 
Leave her breasts with kisses three. 

II 

Now that my love’s away and wantoning 
With other lovers, seeking new desires, 
New hopes, new treasures, all the joys that bring 
The first warm gush of ‘life which soon expires 
With its own burden ...Now that I’ve grown free 

Of all those small delights and faithless tears 
That love entwines with artful sorcery 
About my head when timid doubt appears... 
And now that all’s unsaid and all’s undone, 
And pleasure, weary-footed, turns to pain, 

And then forgetfulness...O, love begun 
In mortal passion meets with death again... 
In this mad world of lips and hearts unsteady, 
New loves,—no longer love,—shall find me ready. 

STREET LIGHTS 

A. Laurie BraZzee | 

Purple stars 
That dimly ray the blackness of the streets, 

And gleam on phantom figures, 
That melt into the dusty mists. 
And always in the distance comes another, 
And another still, with the sole purpose 
Of foiling the tall shadow 
That slinks behind me in the dark.
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Mr. John Barrymore: An Impression 
F, A. M. 

‘Mr. John Barrymore”’ is not indeed so splen- Repose is the secret of his personal manner, 

did a name as ‘Hamlet, Prince of Denmark’’: and a chief source of his distinction. He moves 
but it is far from common or mean. It carries to less, and less frequently, than any other actor I 
the susceptible imagination a vision of aristoc- know. He has discovered the immense potential- 

racy. Its proper associations are with hereditary ity of silence and of rest. Sometimes he will stand 
estates, with solidity and permanence, with select for many seconds, with fixed gaze, motionless. 
manners, elegance, and charm. A trivial man, Human nature at such moments finds in him its 

ordinary in appearance and demeanor, undistin- deliverer. Man the changing and the changeable, 
guished in mind or speech, might in literal fact man the driven and the pursued, the down before 
possess such a name; but it would not truly be his: the wind, the leaf upon the wave, has asserted his 

it would be remarked by the discerning asa singu- prerogative, and, still at last, looks out of quiet 
lar incongruity, and would render its bearer sus- eyes upon the flowing world. I, too, rise up be- 

pect. fore the spectacle, and in the depths of this pas- 
The name, in this instance, prepares one for its _sionless face catch glimpses of the soul. 

owner. When Mr. Barrymore appears on the Ty this living quietness, so strangely impres- 
screen one experiences a shock of surprise, and sive, I sum up for myself the accomplished Mr. 
then a thrill of delight. With the average per- Barrymore. I think of him oftenest as he ap- 

former he has nothing in common. His frame, in peared in the scene where first I saw him. It was 
its nonchalant grace, reminds one of Shelley; his 4 ginner. Seated about a table were gentlemen 
features are individual, intelligent, arresting; in jn formal dress. At the center of the picture were 
all his appearance, in lieu of insipid immaculate- sy glow of white upon black and the myriad flash- 

ness, there is studied negligence—the negligence ings of plate; at the circumference, ominous shad- 
of art. His long hair, unthought of, falls away ows, passing at length into darkness. The scene 
naturally from his brow; his cravat is artlessly yemained constant for a while; and then slowly 
knotted; his clothes have become one with his arose, at the remote corner of the table, an im- 
person. His walk is utterly unconscious. He posing figure, tall, sombre, statuesque. The face 

_ does not stump, or mince, or stride. He moves as lifted: it was the face of Hamlet. The eyes 
slowly, uncertainly, like one whose thoughts are were turned upon me: they were the eyes of the 

far away; or, if quickly, then with the velocity of Prince: and even now, as I conjure up once more 
light. His body is at all times in the service of his that bright moment of the past, I feel their mo- 

intellect. When its task is completed it sinks tionless gaze, and I experience once more the calm 
backward to repose. of their repose. 

Theta Sigma Phi, honorary journalistic sorority, has offered a prize of ten dollars for the best 

short story to be published in the March, April, and May issues of the Lit. The judges will be 
Warren A. Taylor, assistant professor of English, Ruth Teare, Theta Sigma Phi, and F. D. Crane, 
editor of the Lit.
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A Sort of a Play | 
in one act. 

¥, D. Crane 

Scene I. Letter: Who the devil are you talking to? 

Myrtle, seated at a small table, by an owl lamp, Bill: Ah, would to God that— 
In the center of the table a large amber bowl con- Letter: You’re crazy. Here, take this valen- 

taining Faith, Hope, and Charity, three spirited tine and leave me alone. 
goldfish, two of which are alive. Bil: What’s this? (takes valentine) Oh, the 

; . darling! 
Myrtle: (reading from a letter) ‘‘Dear Myrtle: . 

Thanks for your consoling letter, but I am not as pale we (bashfully) My muvver says— 

downcast over Mae’s engagement to Percy as you . 7 FES, YES, BO ON 
seem to think. Anyway, how about yourself? Valentine: My muvver says one should not tell 

Seems to me you were pretty thick with Percy. nue aes somebody aye wer 
What say we combine for mutual consolation? Va tell can ty hans tale a 

Cautiously yours, Bill.’’ (to the owl lamp) What , ay oN You Somepmn awru a : 
do you think of that? Bill ; O bliss! O intolerable happiness! (faints 

(the lamp blinks suggestively, but with a cer- with joy). . oo, 
tain air of staid reserve.) (Enter troupe of mad goldfish, singing. ) 

Myrtle: Of course, it isn’t as though I really dent Goldfish: Hast heard the news? Charity is 
> him! . | 

aren yey ee eae ae rors 2nd Goldfish: What, Charity? What did he die 
. f? 

become really acquainted. ° ; | 
(She arises and roams restlessly around the a Goldfah: moe ne Ged of love. 

room. Coming to a stop before the fish bowl, she | " oe 
notices the corpse.) Chorus of Goldfish: Alas, alas, Charity is dead, 

| " : . Charity is dead. 
oe Chants the matter with the big 2nd Goldfish: And she for whom he died, has —_ ; ; 

Faith and Hope: (together) He’s dead. Me Galak. No 

fee noe strange’ And he was guar 8rd Goldfish: She must be punished. Write 
: oa 1. as i © tai a her an ode on the deceased. 

aith: (sadly) He did! Chorus: Write her an ode. Write her an ode. 
Myrtle: Poor dear! What a darling he was! I ghe must be punished. 

must write Bill about him. Bill will be so interest- (Exeunt all but 8rd Goldfish, mournfully.) 

ed—and that reminds me! I can send Bill the 3rd Goldfish: (declaiming) 
valentine that Percy sent me last year. I'll write g Charity! O tender, soulful fish! 

him now. What cruel lot was thine, what doleful fate! 
(Myrtle sits down at the table, takes out her Thou us’d’st to swim in Myrtle’s amber dish; 

stationery box and begins to write. Quiet, save Thou loved’st too soon, and thou wast loved too 
for the scratching of her pen and the subdued late. 
wailing of the bereaved goldfish.) Yet think not that thy death was all in vain, 

at Thou didst behold her,—what more couldst thou 
ScENE | wish? 

(Bill, seated on a bed, somewhat dressed im pa- Thy love, though fishy, was more joy than pain, 

jamas and slippers. He fills his pipe with a sigh.) Soft-hearted Charity, poor, deluded fish. 
Bill: O eruel world! Is there no light? (3rd Goldfish weeps a pool of tears and swims 
(Enter a letter. Bill seizes it by the neck, tears away briskly, as Bill awakes.) 

it apart, and devours the contents.) Bill: (still dizzy) O happy world! (Lights 

Bill: O fool,—blind, blind fool! | his pipe and commences to write furiously.)
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Scene IIT Myrtle: Heavens! Bill is coming this evening. 

(Same setting as Scene I. The owl lamp sheds What shall I say! 
a feeble glow, as if moulting. The two goldfish Fatth: Tell him Charity is dead, but you still 
swim uneasily in their bowl. The corpse of Char- have Faith and Hope. 
ity has been removed, indicating the passage of Myrtle: Give me strength, O Lord. 
several weeks.) Faith: Give us our breadcrumbs, O mistress. 

Fath: How dark it is tonight! Hope: Give us a rest! 

Hope: Why does she not come? (A loud knock is heard at the door, mysterious, Faith: The sky is overcast; the night is dark. resonant, uncanny.) | 

meee “Take your fin e of my evel Myrtle: (frantically) It’s Bill! Oh, I just know 
Hope: Will she come? | he’s going to propose! What shall I do! 
Faith: How dark it is tonight! Faith and Hope: (in chorus) Feed the fishes. 
(Enter Myrtle in distress.) Curtain. 

Leaves From a Notebook 
W. E. Leonarp 

CONFESSION The Ribbon’s been slitted, 
The red, gold, and jet, 

My fathers, sprung from Runnymede, And God he has permitted: 
Were ancient England’s Norman breed; Who knows what God wills yet! 
Their sons became, beyond the seas, 
Gaunt fellows of our forest trees, The House may go under,— 
Among the men of plough and forge What matters the hour?— 
Who spake that English word to George. The Soul is not to sunder, 
Myself, New England’s scholar, teach And God is still our tower! 
The master-books of England’s speech: 
Yet blood, nor love, nor pride should make We builded together 
Man’s vision when the world’s at stake. The stateliest House, 

And there through wind and weather 
Had made our God our vows. 

oe We lived there so truesome, 
| A-GOOD OLD SONG So friendly, so free, 

: ~ , The base folk found it gruesome 
| “vis Mastapasebauet + ' That men so true should be! 

They plotted a matter 
They wotted not of— They waited, they prated 
The Form can all men shatter, Of treason and fraud, 
But nevermore the Love! Reviled and execrated 

The green, young seed of God. 

The form has been shattered, What God in us planted 
From outward the blow— The world did despise, 
But what their hands have scattered Even good men doubting scanted 

| Is empty smoke and show. Our league and enterprise. 

ia
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Count Mrirsacn 

(From Raymond Robin’s Own Story.) 

It’s after Brest, where Hoffmann to Trotsky said, Is’t not to laugh, Count Mirbach—this mob in 
‘Sign There,”’ lofty mood, 

It’s May-Day by the Kremlin and in the great These beaten dogs who fancy to change the world 
Red Square— to good !— 

And the long new grave by Kremlin wall lies elo- But suddenly the Count upleaps and stares across 
quently bare. the hood: 

. “sy , 
The ey stand is very tall, it’s draped in. Who dares to flaunt that Pictured Face, right up 

\ b ac and red, C! , to where he parks, 
It towers ane @ monument, above the Commune’s His Master’s fiercest exile of all heresiarchs, 

dead— ine! But hark th The gaunt cheek, the grisled beard—the Hebrew But see the banners coming! But hark the troop- prophet Marx! 
ers’ tread! 

Battalion by battalion, the Red Guard takes its Who dare to flaunt that Ledgend right onward to 
| place; his car! 

And, standing at attention, chants the Marseil- I his own tongue they flaunt it, flapping on a 
laise,— carne. 

With lifted hats the people join, face so close to ‘‘We’ll doff a Kaiser, Comrades, as comrades face. doffed a Czar.”’ 

Count Mirbach, friend of Hoffmann, leans back ‘‘Berlin shall know this, Trotsky!—You swart- 
in his tonneau,— eyed Russia crew!”’ 

As the victor’s first ambassador, must he not view But as the whelps draw up by him, he sees, as on 
the Show !— review— 

But he’ll keep his hat upon his head, though ban- The German step and uniform, the eyes of Ger- 
ners come and go. man blue! 

Ist not to laugh, Count Mirbach, the Field-Gray 
come to this! 

But the Count sits leaning outward, with elbow- 
| muffled hiss, 

And stares into the gutter-stones, as into an 
abyss. 

3German prisoners of war——under the Czar.
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: The Heart of the Sapphire 
Guy K. TaLLMADGE | 

In the dirtiest quarter of Vienna there is a nar- sion during long years of swindle, and theft, and 
row street which they call die Hofstrasse. It is occasionally even worse crimes. His whole soul 
hardly more than an alley, short and crooked, and was the slave of his gems: for them he had shiv- 
ending blindly among very old and very dirty ered in his bed when the nights were cold and 
shops. The deep ruts scowl at the sky; the gut- long, despite his great wealth; for them he had 
ters seem to be wet and filthy always. And to suffered the pangs of hunger and the shame of 
this vile, little corner of the earth have come a_ poverty. 
number of the race accursed of God. Why the One evening the old Jew turned low the gas 
Jews should have claimed this street for their lamp in his shop and shuffled out from his coun- 
own, when it was that they drifted there, from ter to bolt the door for the night. He stood a lit- 
what remote places they came, one by one, prob- tle while at the front window. Snow had been 
ably none has ever conjectured. Year after year falling, and it was already quite dark. The walks 
the city has laughed and has wept, has delighted were tracked with footprints; the street was a 
in frivolity and lamented in woe; it has taken into mire of slush and mud. Suddenly a man passed 
its heart men of many nations: German, Russian, before the dirty window, casting a quick glance 
Italian, French, they all have become Viennese, inward, and a moment later the door was opened 
but the Jew remains always the Jew. | and the intruder stood before Kapp. Many years 

Possibly that is why these aliens had long ago of experience in estimating men told the Jew that 
driven out the other race,—if, indeed, other than the stranger was of high birth, but the pallor of 
Jews had ever resided in that street. They had the young man’s face belied the haughtiness of 
been there longer than anyone could remember, bearing and firmness of step. Kapp turned high 
seldom molested, speaking in their own incompre- the flame of the lamp. His anticipation—for ex- 
hensible tongue, their little, dark shops becoming perience had also taught him that dealings with 
ever poorer and more shabby. this type of customer were usually profitable— 
Among the hovels in the Hofstrasse was a was not less intense for being imperceptible, but 

pawnshop. One descended a few creaking steps, when the stranger fumbled in his cloak and held 
and opened a heavy door to enter an evil smelling out to hima very large sapphire, the Jew started, 
room. When the eyes had become accustomed to and his fingers trembled a little as he took the 
the dimness one saw a great number of cases and stone. He examined it under the lamp. It was 
shelves indiscriminately piled with almost every enormous, and exquisitely cut and polished. The 
conceivable article of human use. There were weak gas light darted from its angles in brilliant 
worn and dusty suits of clothing, battered travel- splendour, and shone through its perfect facets 
ling bags, clocks which one feared were forever into the profound depths of the gem, seeming to 
silent, broken crockery, old silverware, coins, linger there, glowing richly. The old man was 
vases, weapons, statuettes, dog-eared and greasy startled at the magnificence of the stone; he must 
books, cheap jewelry and ornaments of every possessit. An insane greed filled his soul. There 
description. And yet the collector could have was nothing he would not do that he might own 
found among this trash precious treasures, and that sapphire, that he might call it his, and live 
among the worthless paste beads on the jewel secretly with it in his squalid hovel, fondling it, 
trays the eye of the connoisseur could have de- playing with it, gloating over its rarity, delight- 
tected stones of real value. ing in its radiance. He turned the jewel over and 

For Isaac Kapp was rich. Amid these heaped- over in his hands, then held it still and gazed into 
up shelves and trays of tawdry Jewelry he ear- its mysterious and immobile heart. A nameless 
ried on his questionable business, and the squalid emotion swept over him, waking old memories 
and windowless room in the rear served as his that had long slept quietly in his breast. All the 
chamber. In this dingy cell he lived and secreted years of his degraded and solitary existence hung his treasure—a collection of jewels of enormous heavily upon him. And yet he remembered with worth, which had gradually come into his posses- no pang of regret the sins with which he had
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stained his soul because he loved the opal and the “‘But it is fine in colour. I will pay .. five — pearl as passionately as other men loved the beau- thousand kronen. I can sell it again . . who tiful women among whom they lived; he remem- knows??? 
bered without remorse the utter poverty to which The young man reeled; he had abandoned himself for the surpassing § ‘‘Five thousand kronen!?’ he cried, in a voice of - beauty of the emerald and the Sapphire. He despair, ‘‘Five thousand kronen? iI must have thought of the gaudy luxury in which he might fifty thousand!’’ 
even now live did he not desire the nobler wealth Kapp stared at him, speechless, then slowly held of these precious gems, and suddenly his old out the sapphire. 
hatred of the Viennese swept over him like a ° ‘No! No! You must give me fifty thousand!’ _ burning wind. He hated them because of their Still the Jew could but shake his head and offer insane gaiety, because they exchanged their dia- the jewel. 
monds for money; he hated them because they ‘But it is not paste! I swear it is not!’ 
were Christian, and had left him an unnoticed or “It is worthless . . worthless, I say. I despised alien in their very midst; he hated them could not sell it again. I know a good stone!’ His 
because their delight was in empty extravagance voice was rising. ‘‘Go to another place, then.’’ 
which their friends might admire, and he hated ‘No, I cannot. They are already closed.” them because they found lovely women more de- ‘*Tomorrow, then.”’ 
sirable than rubies. And then he gradually for- _ ‘‘It will be too late. You must take it. I swear 
got them, forgot their city, forgot the abjectness it is genuine. It has been in our family for gen- of the poverty which he had accepted; he forgot erations. It is impossible that it should be paste. 
the dreary years of shame and dishonour which I would not sell it, but I am obliged to.’’ oppressed him, and their memory fell away from § Kapp hesitated a little. 
him like an outworn mantle. He thought of the ‘No, no. Fifty thousand kronen—it is worse ancient glories of his race: the wisdom of his peo- than foolishness.”’ 
ple, and the majesty of their Kings—. “But you must take it. Come, give me fifty ‘‘T will sell the gem. How much do you offer?”’? thousand. It is not paste.’’ His voice shook with Kapp started a little, and looked up. The terror. ‘*There is a debt must be paid at dawn. 
stranger’s proud face was very pale now, but his It is either gold or wo blood. You will give me 
voice was imperious. The old Jew raised his the money . 7 
hand, and the fingers rubbed deeply into the The Jew considered again. 
wrinkled cheek. His eyes, as he stared at the “Well . . . ifitisblood . . Well, Twill 
young man before him, seemed dull with amaze- 8!Ve you ten thousand kronen. No more,’’ he 
ment. He remained silent. added, decisively. , “Come, how much do you offer?” Only ten thousand . . ? No, I must have Still Kapp gazed blankly for a long minute. fifty. it cannot be paste. I would not offer it . 

“Quickly! The time grows short. How much by fear pleaded the young man. He was devoured 2 : , 9? 
° 

do you offer for this sapphire? mnward . The Jew held out the sapphire once more. 
Kapp ‘moved his eyes slowly dow mWare agen ‘It is madness. I could not sell it again for a to the stone which he still held. He gulped, and hundred kronen.”” 

looked up. His lips moved a little: ae red xronen. . “But . . . this ‘is no gm... It is _ But you could. There isa nobleman who de- 
paste.” sires it.. I will tell him I have sold it . . for 

The stranger was dumfounded. His face lost ® hundred thousand. He will come tomorrow.” _ 
every vestige of colour. Somewhere a clock could Kapp’s eyes narrowed. . 
be heard ticking. There was a long silence. Then “Ah, a nobleman - . .’ He paused, murmur- suddenly he whirled sharply on Kapp. ing. ‘‘No, he will not come.’’ He grinned evilly. 

“Tt is a lie!’’ he eried, in a choking voice. The stranger was almost frantic. 
‘“‘No..no. It is only paste. See!’’ and he *‘He will, I tell you. He wanted to purchase it 

held the gem against the lamp again. from me. “He offered one hundred thousand 
‘Paste . . . Paste . . ? Itisincredible’’? kronen. But I did not need the money then. One 
The young man’s voice wavered; his face hundred thousand kronen! He will come, I prom- 

dripped with perspiration. He started forward, ise.”’ 
and Kapp spoke quickly: (Continued on page 147) |
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The Ballade of the Three Loves 
| GasToN D’ARLEQUIN 

I 

Love of the evening, when the bitter rain | 

And winds mourn in the desolate trees, and 

we 
Hasten to fruitless folly, and disdain 

The sorrowing dusk in idle gaiety 
That you transform to the proud chivalry . 

Of Princes and their loves, O, still disguise 
This gaudy day with nobler livery: 

Blessed illusions, in your tranquil eyes. 

IT 

Love of the midnight, when the soft stars wane, | 

And lake and woodland slumber placidly, 

The perished centuries cry out in vain: 
These are the groves of verdant Sicily, 

Sweet, summer island, flower of the Sea,— 
. Hear, in the glade, Theocritus arise 

And pluck his lyre,—O Love, still give to me 
Blessed illusions, in your tranquil eyes. 

Til 

Love of the dolorous morning, when again, 
Tired out with love and laughter, wearily 

We greet with weary eyes the day, and Pain 
Leads out our hearts in sad captivity, 
‘Your quiet glances set remembrance free 

And turn away the sorrow of sharp sighs 

With no illusions, Love, for none need be,— 

Blessed illusions, in your tranquil eyes. 

| ENVOY 

O proud and god-like King, you laugh to see 
My light loves ;—yet, (for you are very wise), 

‘What are your treasures what your majesty? . 

Blessed illusions in your tranquil eyes.
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PRIZE TRANSLATION PHILISTINISM. 

An Imitation in English Verse. A peck of apples 

Horace V. Grecory Inatin pail... 
Proferred by a brass peddler . . . Ah, Maecenas, do you wonder, do you stop and I picked up a red one, 

__ wonder now A rich one, a fed one; Why this First of March has found me with these “Surely,” I yelp, 
roses on my brow, : ‘‘Here’s a real apple: 

Me, a single man and lonely, with a feast that Perfect in form; 

shall allow — Wine-like, and warm All a bridegroom’s jollity? To the palate.’? 

. . ; . I break it in half. 
Do you wonder in your wisdom with all learning And I am canght 

at your call? Despite my erudition T have sworn a goat to Bacchus and a joyous And eternal doubt 

festival, . For it is rotten For I just escaped destruction at the most unlucky At the core. 
fall 

Of a most unlucky tree: I swear 

. _ A iveté And this day shall find its setting in the slow, re- aL a sullibili ty a 
volving year, I lauch. 

As it opens up the bottle, set to smoke and hold its And then I lang 
cheer . 

I h r! In the consulship of Tullus; for today has found Some supreme brass peddler 

ne here . Makes me an apple Fit to taste its revelry. In His tin pail. . . 

You must drink, my dear Maecenas, to the safety The as I ne picked up, : 
of your friend me squaddie * 

In a hundred cups of pleasure with the joys that How le a 
never end wes . 

Till the sleepless lamps of midnight wake the x. eee rae 
dawn and mirth shall send U hi © rotted, 

Care to death, right merrily. And "ith gaping maw 

Leave your ‘politics behind you and forget the The garbage-can 
Roman State, Gulps me. | 

For the armies of the Dacian meet their well-de- on! 
served fate, * 

And the warring Mede is quarreling with his a ney only Me trouble 
brother and his mate; 0 ° 

We have won the Spanish sea. Gwent and iuiey an apple 

QO, the Scythians have left the field and peace shall Deserving birth, 
rule your mind; Full of worth 

And you must be yourself again, forgetting all nt one core. 
mankind, u ten vos 

And, Maecenas, you shall live the present with the That is expecting 
joys you find Jerusalem 

In the wine you drink to me! In Sodom and Gomorrsh.
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Jacob Gold 
Car. Rakost 

What phantom men would wink behind his face? He wondered if there was a Jacob Gold, | 
They always wandered through their dusk- Or something else more primitively ‘old. 

shawled place. He used to gaze into a glass and say, 
They had inscribed under his harried features ‘*T think I met some Jacob Golds today.” 
The lineaments of plants and forest creatures. Or, ‘‘ Maybe nothing that I see is real: 
To wound his flesh-hued image with a knife, Only the silken voice white nights reveal.’’ 
And prick the decent armor of his life. 

Old Jacob Gold had laughed at luxury, 
And lived his body’s Winter quietly. 
He worked and bore the burdens of his race 
As plainly as the wrinkles on his face. 
Within his globe of years he only saw 
A frieze of angels lighting stones of law. 

Many Marriacss, by Sherwood Anderson. (B. W. soil is very black; the message is just the same. 
Huebsch, Inc., New York, $2.00). Yet the novel is an honest attempt to deal with a 

The author of Windy McPherson’s Son and The fundamental question, a problem which today 
Triumph of the Egg has attempted in M any Mar- faces normal beings beset with all the inhibitions 
riages an intensely subjective composition. The of an outdated morality. It isa pity that it is not 
novel strikes one as being a good deal of an ex- written with more style and finish. 
periment, both in form and substance, and one ‘The Hundred and One Harlequins, by Sacheve- 
which has not been crowned with overwhelming rell Sitwell (Boni and Liveright) prove to be 
success. The story concerns John Webster, who strange, wistful little beings wandering more or 
in some mysterious way has been cured of his less aimlessly and somberly along the streets of 
inhibitions and now proceeds, somewhat circult- an alien carnival. Their spangles are poignantly ously, to live his own life in his own way. . With faded and anemic; their buffoonery is sad-eyed; 
theatrical cunning he contrives to attract his wife one feels their maddest grotesquerie (and some of 
and daughter to his room at night in order to tell jy ;, quite mad) is performed after the manner of 
them that he 18 song, away with another woman, a social responsibility. Always they seem on the 
and why he is doing it. In a final talk with his verge of startling laughter—or tears—but they 
daughter Jane, he tells of his married life, the never quite fulfill their elusive promise. Some- emptiness and the inanity of the years, his clumsy thing, a very slight something, is forever lacking. 
search for beauty in casual, forbidden relation- Thus Harlequin number three: 

_ Ships, and the sudden and amazing awakening of | 
love. Jane is by far the most real character in “Reading the Paper 
the book; her emotions and feelings are well and ‘‘The second train he boarded with a paper, 

_ powerfully depicted. Then John Webster goes He hides behind it from his fellows, 
away with his woman. And that is all. This bird-mask let him know the news, 

The story is throughout overlaid with symbol- He sees, like they do, from the air. 
ism, and much is made of the wild and almost de- There they ride, each person in the carriage, 
lirious speculations of the irrational Webster. Each of them steering his cloud through the air. 
George Meredith is said to have been the first of All that goes on in the world they gather. 
the modernists to bring the message that the most A visor to guard, and a mask to protect them. 
divine love was always rooted in the good black Now, with their speed the white mane flows 
soil of fleshly passion. In Many Marriages the loose.”’
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While the nimblest, most whimsical Harlequin Unfortunately, Mr. Sitwell is a bit too fond of 
performs: such fragilities; wings are forever “‘lifting and 

‘¢At the Tailor’s flashing,’’ flames ‘‘burn where they snow,’’ leaves 
“Grimaldi never answered his tailor, and pools and summer winds at night melt into 
He looked in the glass and was far too busy. accord ineffably. 7 ae ‘Forgive the liberty, bend your elbow. Through it all one feels Mr. Sitwell’s objectiv- 

Where do you want the outside pocket?’ ity. He describes, either impassively, or only 
Such words and scissors are too worl dly! vaguely stirred. Veil after veil, each of the same 
What did God say when he ordered birds? texture, proceeds from his loom, intricately woven 

‘T insist on at least two coats a year fragments, with mad little peacocks here and 

And made of material that will not tear. there, outlined only. 
They shall search the grass to find their food, 
Leaving a flash of light where they stood. 
In case on their search they find some fruit 4é a? 
They shall float in the air and have wings to LIT 

suit. 

Crests I’ll allow them as gay as flowers 
_ And plumes that gleam bright as jewels, even ADVE RTISING 

through showers. 

But I won’t have them always calling My P AYS 
name, 

They must imitate man, and make him feel 
shame.’ ”’ 

But leaving the Harlequins, who are more or 
less tangible, Mr. Sitwell proceeds into a sphere BUSINESS STAFF 

of such ethereal vapour as: Crm S, Ballam Be acitane Baeimens, anawer 
‘*Will the leaves tremble till I know their tune Dosothy Weichert 724.) Associate publicity, Manager 

In fiery praise of all the licking tongues Marion G. Culver BL ‘llléivéutation Manawer 

That lap the crystal darkest night has laid Thelma Wiles 25.00.00 Goltection Manaeer 
Louise Gottleib °’24..............Cirealation Assistant 

To light her feet along the fickle walls Mildred Hanson 25.000..." Chremlation “Asatatant 
Unseen, but built again when daylight comes?”’ Catnerin c Kenney Np Cirentation Assistant 

ume, one’s mind refuses to be drugged—with the |) Poca ye cox is Rinne Mnernine, Manner 
brittle magic.’’ Nor do the ‘“‘senses get their Betty Brown (25.00. st nee ene eee tay Soltelter 

pleasure”’, an ultra-mistiness veils the major por- Evan Evans °25... 0000020000000. UULTDII Seitelter 
tion of the things sensual; they are colorless even Hanh Power 26000 ULLLIUIDEEDIIIIEIDLSeltenver 
when they are bizarre, and occasionally quite Joe Hameel 25 nom opr rcirirterittrrisrr rs eeteetor 
meaningless. Harriet Jackson °25................-+65+....-Colleetor 

Yet again Mr. Sitwell will strike out a line, or 

an entire stanza, that is an emerald of the purest 
water, glisteni illiantly from its pale setting: : , glistening brilliantly fro Pp g Live Creations in 

‘In among the apple trees . 

and on their echoing golden roofs, Neckwear for Spr Ing 
| a singing shower rides on the breeze, 

and prints the grass with crystal hoofs.’’ Fashioned in Vari-Colored combination, 
, adapted from the popular college stripe 

Amazingly beautiful, that gossamer web, and _ . 
others, such as these: Other novelties in a wide presentation 

of designs and weaves. 
**. . the clouds dissolve and shower-down, sharp, 

rain that the wind plucks asa harp . . .”’ Wi rl WERS ; 
SHOP FOR MEN 

.... “and still 727 University Avenue 

Among the drums and crystal gongs of rain. .”’ |j_
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; Rock Frowsr. Jeanne Robert Foster. (Boni & 
Liveright. New York.) 

. . Here is a volume of verse that contains much 
University Pharmacy beauty and many moods. There are lyrics, free 

Corner Lake and State verse, verses for Japanese prints, a sea poem, 
tributes, and three prose poems. When you are 
in the mood that turns you into yourself for relief 
from an uninteresting world outside look at the 

Drugs--Sundries Winds in Wild Grass. The enchantment of The 
King O’ Spain’s Daughter, The Faery Lady, and 

Imp orted Perfumes the other poems in this section will bring you back 
ready to visit life all over again. These lines 
from When You Were Tinker Paudeen show the 
richness of heather and dell caught up with the 
magic of wind: 

‘When you were Tinker Paudeen 
‘ And I was red-haired Nell 

Patronize We couched upon the heather 

In Sannox’s purple dell. 

4é L “,? O then the blood-red morning 
it Was made for purest bliss; 

The ardour of the morning wind 
Ad ‘ Was netted in a kiss. 

vertisers A whang of cheese—we shared it; 
A crust of bread—no more; 

ee Then, brook and dell behind us, 
The high road stretched before.’’ 

Then turn the pages until you come to this: 

WE DELIVER ‘“‘Dew flowers at dawn. . . 
Dreams 

Buy the Food for Your Next Feed Perish; 
erishing 

—at— Of their own passion. 
In the grey light, 

L.A. HOFFMAN & SON Your face 
“Fancy Groceries” Vanishing.” 

The tribute to the late John Butler Yeats is one 
706 University Ave. F. 3409 of the fine things in the book. She must have 

| SCdined with him often at the Pettipas restaurant 
, where he sat at the head of a long table, saying 

brilliant things and shining at everyone. ‘‘Who 

gave lavishly of himself,’’ ‘‘unwearied by life,’’ 
(he “‘ripening like an apple in quiet sunshine.’’ And 

these lines: 

‘‘If Heaven were a perfect place it would bore me 
C AMP S I like to think of Heaven as a place with dis- 

cords; 

As a beautiful orchestration with Love as master 

Continuous Service of the music.’’ | 

| 716 State In Elemental and Into Dimness she transcends 
personality as we know it and becomes a great 
force that shows its heart but not its face:
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“Air and Earth and Fire and Water, 
Hunt me with your tinkling laughter. 
Tam neither maid nor woman, 
Only in my semblance human; ] h ( d S h pP 
Empty as a shaken bowl ec an Y O 1 
Of a torturing human soul.’’ Under New Management 

And here is the,quiet of aloofness and bending You will be delighted with the new Candy . leaves: Candy Shop service—now under the personal 
management of Mr. John L. Boyd. New fixtures 

“Tam the root of the yellow willow, and decorations blend with the Candy Shop sweets The stem of the lily leaf; in satisfying the most exacting tastes. 

There cannot come to my marsh-grass pillow 
The ery of a human grief.”’ CATERING 

: Whether your party be a simple affair, banquet, Her book holds the songs of many things and as or a formal dinner dance, our catering will re- 
the pressure of these realities meets faint patterns lieve you of all details and service in a way that 
within us we are stire that we know her. will draw favorable comment from your guests, Pasteries, candies, punches, cakes and ice creams 

M. B. L. deliciously made in our own kitchen are sure to 
please. 

The Heart of the Sapphire For your at dem eenice 
(Continued from page 141) after the movies 

The old man shook his head. 
“But think . . you will gain fifty thousand Boyd’s New Candy Shop 
- . perhaps more, who knows??? He was ; 

frightfully earnest. JOHN TBO YD Mae 
The Jew hesitated, pondered a long moment, Buds eh 22 eat Seats Sree 

digging his fingers into his pallid cheek again. 
He took up the sapphire and once more contem- 
plated it in the lamplight. 

“Come, I will protect you against loss. You 
offer ten thousand. I will give you a note for the 
other forty.’’ 

Kapp reflected, started to say something, and BQ : k 
then examined the gem once more. After a pro- oor : : ro Cc 5 
longed scrutiny he murmured, iN fxr 

“Yes, it is very fine in colour . . . but the j GE Oe Attractive Frocks 
cut, it is not good enough,”’ he added, looking up. ND Sg os pd Epa se eer: Spring: 
“‘Any one would know it is paste. I cannot take : Gs lected by us for i~ 
it. It is foolish even to think of such a thing,” ' fy A ouhihy. Hage 
and a third time he held out the stone. (| iV t \\ effective he 6 

a Ay i ‘ h, TOCKS—S' The young man almost staggered. Half mad ad Ly of twill or homespun, 
with fright, his voice was incredibly shrill as he dik 4 | Wi \ stylishly braided or 

4 \ HAAS INS trimmed with bandings appealed once more to the Jew. I \ 4 // bi or inserts Orientally Y : . 0 i a “No! No! You must . . it is all I have to or 3 ny eeachen ce 
sell. He will come tomorrow, I swear. I will sign 6 group of oe 
a note for forty thousand kronen. You must . ect ane © jares valee 
- itmeans my life. If you cannot sell it for more 
than a hundred thousand, you keep the note also. 
He will not accept less than fifty. I beg, I beseech 

. . x A > “Well,’’ growled Kapp, slowly, ‘‘because it is z 
a matter of life, I will take the note. But it is “The Home of Courtesy 
Tumous . . ruinous,’’ and he shook his head 17-19 West Main 
dubiously, and shuffled off, returning shortly with 
a corroded and dirty pen, some ink, and a scrap
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of paper. The young man took the pen in a quiv- 
ering hand and wrote: 

We Are Now Showing Vienna, 16 January, 1912. 

Smart Easter Apparel I promise to pay to the holder 
of this note, kr. 40000, with 

from ; 
interest at present rate, one 

ie Se A Ss Food year from this day 

Ep Hous€ J - : ‘ LD és The Jew watched closely his laboured script, 
and eyed him narrowly as he signed the note with 

Designers of youthful apparel exclusively a scrawled Rupert von Hirkomer. He took the 
Our House of Youth garments? are carried paper and the sapphire into his rear room, and 
particularly for the college girl. returned after a short moment with a bundle of 

: dirty bank currency. He counted five hundred 
Smart Suits of ‘fine eee F bills while the stranger watched him with intense 
= pets 7 in navy, Kit Fox excitement. He hid the remaining notes in his 

oe gray and tan. garment and recounted the heap of filthy paper, 
$ 50- $9 5 rubbing each bill tightly between his wetted thumb 

and finger. Then he gathered them up and handed 
. okenRR 4 th ; them to the young man, repeating in almost a 
| pothers granny: make Cnr ean ee “He will never come . . Itisruinous . .’ 
vss NlPlinSe LBS Riteesnsin| The stranger received the money with the 
=e ae greatest of excitement. He thrust the bills quick- 

We invite you to visit our new store ly into a small bag, which he secreted among the 
t folds of his cloak, and rushed out of the shop into 

the darkness of the street. 
Isaac Kapp stood motionless for a long time. 

Then he sighed a little, bolted the door, turned 
low the flame of the lamp, and went into the 
squalor of the rear room. He lighted a smoky oil 

a Fa lamp, and the weak and wavering flame cast his 
72 fe shadow monstrously upon the wall. There was 
f= bass rr fe a dirty couch, upon which he slept, and a chair 
bY Sy . <P standing before a table whose surface was greasy 
e\\} Ad | and black with age, and shiny with long years of 
var) i rubbing from the Jew’s sleeves. Yet this cell was 

aA \e ; i the old man’s home, and the treasure hidden in 
wi it would have made even Nero start with amaze- 

pCa iam ment. 
/) | The sapphire lay on the table. Kapp stared at 

ee (ac V Bh it from the shadow. Fifty thousand kronen! He 
AAT dared not think how many times fifty thousand 

it was worth. And a nobleman had offered one 
The source of many ad- hundred thousand! He wondered where the gem 
tin a frocks came from—Rupert von Hirkomer . . . He 

lishm Bore cote started suddenly. What madness! He knew the ishment that continually : seeks to maintain youthful nobleman—and von Hirkomer was known to pos- 
styles that bespeak the Sess an exceedingly rare sapphire! The Jew ex- 
university woman. amined the note which the young man had given. 

He smiled ;—it was idiotic! He held the paper in 
the flame of the lamp and watched it burn. 

He looked at the sapphire again. This was the 
hour for which he waited while day after profitless
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day dragged to its close; the hour when he could 
add one more jewel to his already priceless store. 

He stooped, and dug his hard fingernails into a 
crack in the floor. Lifting up a board, he took A 
from the cavern beneath it a sack of leather. He : 
was becoming excited now; his hands trembled as 
he loosened the string of the sack. He lifted it, TRUTH 
poured out its contents on the table—Gems, bril- 
liant and sparking; a great heap of them; a fabu- 
lous hoard of pearls, rubies, diamonds, emeralds, 

—thousands of them! The feeble light struck their . 
facets and was shattered into countless glittering [! IS true that we exist primarily for 
beams. The old Jew sat in his chair; he pushed and by our University custom. 
his long hands into the heap of gems, revelling in 
their coldness, delighting in the bright shafts of oo, 

radiant colour which darted from among them. Tote RUE and cistinctive 
He hid the sapphire beneath a great pile of other firms this statement. Pring “\ppare - 
stones, and then removed them, amethyst by ame- 
thyst, pearl by pearl, until he had uncovered one | 

perfect facet that gleamed with regal lustre. He 

seized the brilliant crystal and pressed it to his 
lips, covering it with passionate kisses. Again he 4 . 

placed it among the other stones, picking out the fe, Ne 
largest of them and arranging them in a splendid co 9 

circle around the sapphire, and heaping against “Kossonichs 
the ring hundreds upon hundreds of the smaller — 
gems. He broke the circle with his hands, sweep- 
ing the jewels back and forth, back and forth 

across the table. He fondled them for hours, ex- 
amining them, gloating over them, taking them up, 
and letting them fall slowly through his fingers arden 
again and again. Suddenly he paused, his hands * {1 as 
buried in this vast treasure. He gazed long at yt ae 
the gems: the cold sharpness of the diamond split “ON THE SQUARE” 
the light into dazzling rays of pale blue and scar- 
let; the darkness of the onyx was profound as Join the groups of students who enjoy the cozy 

oblivion; the mobile heart of the opal trembled quiet Garden Grill with its delightful dollar 

and shone as though troubled by strange and soft A la carte Service also. 
emotions. The old Jew lost himself in the contem- “SERVICE WITH A SMILE” 
plation of his gems. Ancient pains and bitter 
memories were lulled to sleep in his breast; his JJ eeSSSSSeFFSEeEeEeEeseseseEeEeeeeeeee Ct 
exile—the exile of his people—passed out of his 
mind into forgetfulness; his pitifully barren hovel 
was transformed into an edifice of surpassing 

beauty: he beheld walls of marble rising before | 

him, and pillars of inspiring grandeur, support- 
ing the architraves of the temple of Solomon, and FR ANK BROS ; 
all of his enormous wealth lay before him in a : 
great vessel of brass. But from the midst of that Wholesale and Retail 

treasure there arose the remembrance of his sen- GROCERIES 
ility, formed like a grotesque phantom which 

stared and leered at him—his senility, which had 
followed him through the swift centuries from a 
little, dirty street in a remote city. The old Jew 609-611 U. Ave. B. 5335-2689-71 

wept softly, and still that phantom taunted and
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{Cs tormented him, and still he wept. Great tears 
Come to flowed down his sunken cheeks and fell unheeded 

| upon his outworn garment; he wept in grief, and 
The Book Cor ner sad regret, and utter woe. But in the temple there 

Mifflin Arcade came a strain of music, and it filled his ears with 
for sweet sounds. Suddenly it became louder, and 

. triumphant, and in a great wave of majesty and 
The Latest Books power it arose and slew the phantom. Then it 

Standard Books fell gradually into a cadenced harmony that lin- 
and gered near the old man’s ears until it wound about 

his heart, comforting him, luring him to sleep. 
PUNG CHOW (Mah Jongg) His head sank lower and lower, until it rested up- 

on his outstretched arms; his sobs became ever 
fainter until at length they shook his meagre hody 
no longer. 

Start a P ictorial Record of The guttering light threw ,his misshapen and 
hunched shadow against the floor and the wall, 

Your School Day 5 and fell upon the mingled heaps of gems where his 
head lay. For many hours it wavered, while the 

A kodak is as necessary as a darkness stood away, watching the Jew. Then 
note book. suddenly the light fluttered, and went out, and the 

. old man’s slumber was troubled and restless, and 
his body shivered with the cold as the shadows 

The Photoart House crept about him. 
Wm. J. Meuer, Pres. But two days later, at almost the same hour of 
Fe '}Sstthee evening as that when he had first appeared, 

the young man entered Kapp’s shop once more. 
He was white and emaciated, seeming as though 

A SI av e t O he had not slept for a night, yet he approached 

Kapp with an air of ease and assurance. The Jew 
was a little surprised at this second visit, but he 

the B Ottle greeted the nobleman almost affably. 
Do you own one of those ‘‘T am very sorry, but the gentleman who de- 

pens that is eternally thirsty, sired the sapphire has obtained another gem in its 
always craving a drink, never place, and since you think my jewel is paste, I am 

satisfied, —filled with the mad- prepared to buy it back from you.’’ He drew 
dening thirst of the Sahara? from his cloak a purse stuffed with gold pieces, Does your pen, keep you . . chasing an ink bottle every apparently not noticing the look of astonishment 
day of your life? which had gradually overspread Kapp’s face. 

If it does, throw the cussed ‘‘Here are sixty thousand kronen: forty thou- 
thing away; if you have an sand for my note, ten thousand for the sapphire, 
enemy, give it to him; or bet- and ten thousand for yourself.’’ 
ter still, take it down to Rider The Jew stared at the young man. 
and trade it in for a Rider “But . . but he did come! He offered me 
yee aren you wu one one hundred thousand kronen for the stone, and 

a week. It will feel fine to be T sold it to him!” ee free again, won’t it? The stranger could not believe his ears. 
e 9 | “What. . . what. . ? What do yousay?”’ 

Riders bf Shop ‘‘A nobleman came, yesterday . . at noon. He 
FCN ,, offered me one hundred thousand. I have not got 

. REAL PEN SERVICE it. I sold it to him. He said you told—.”’ 
666 State Street : **You have not gotit! You. . !’? The visitor 

could not go on. | 
ALL THINGS MUSICAL AT HOOK BROS.
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‘*But no. He purchased it for one hundred—.”’ ) 
*‘But I must have it! What have you done with 

it?” IF - 
 ©T tell you I have sold it to a nobleman for—.’? | | . 

‘‘But . . It is impossible! I must have it. It’s , 
It was entrusted to me. I must replace it!’’ His ° 
voice was filled with horror. ° H osier y 

‘“‘Entrusted . . ? But you said it was yours. You Can Get it at The | 
You said it belonged to your family. You said—.”’ 

‘*His name! What is his name? I must have L E A D E R 
it, if I kill him to get it! His name?’’ cried the Cor. State and Gilman 
young man frantically. | 

‘‘His name? He said his name was .. . 
von Hirkomer!’’ said the Jew, quietly, ‘‘and since : 
that was the name on your note, I gave him that, Spring's Newest Mi llinery Invites 
too, for forty thousand more.”’ Your Selection Here 

The young man uttered a cry, turned, and fled, 
leaving the door open. The Jew went quickly to Our showing of the new creations is complete. 
the street. Looking down its darkening length, he Offering Newest Styles at Popular Prices 
saw the nobleman running away with all speed. Ranging from $4.75 to $15.00 and up 
Kapp grinned a little, turned into his shop, and M. A. DUFFY 
shut the door. B.2377 324 State 

The next evening all of Vienna was talking Women’s Wear 
about the death of Friedrich von Weinhegen, son SWEATERS FOR SPRING . 
of a very proud noble. His friends knew that he far fine assortment of Ppopler Sires beauti- 
had become mixed up in an affair in a café, and Lee 
that he had exchanged cards with a certain for- 

eigner. It was said that the foreigner, upon dis- 
covering that his opponent was an exceedingly Otto Harloft . Karl Loprich 
accurate shot with the pistol, was frightened, ig- 

nominously failed to keep his appointment, and 

offered no seconds. ° ° 
They had found von Weinhegen’s body floating Harloff-Loprich Electric Co. 

in the Danube, and the newspapers hinted at foul Contracting and Electrical Supplies 
play on the part of the foreigner, who was thought Cor. State and Frances Sts. 
to have been an Englishman, and who had dis- Badger 1906 
appeared. 

But in a little room in the rear of one of the MADISON, WIS. 
shops in the Hofstrasse Isaac Kapp threw aside 
the newspaper bearing an account of the suicide, 
and took from its hiding place his leathern sack. 

He poured out his gems on the dirty table, he FORGET IT--- 
revelled in the sight of them, he gloated over them, . 

he caressed them and kissed them, he let them A Memindex 
slip through his spread fingers, he fondled them, will remember at the | 
and delighted in their splendour. He took from right time : 
among his hoard his latest acquisition, the azure 
stone, magnificent in colour, faultless of body, Complete Outfit $3.75 
perfectly cut, and held it up to the waving yellow | y | 
flame of the oil lamp. And while the light cast his | 
monstrous shadow against the wall, the old Jew N etherwood s 
lost himself in his dreams, gazing into the motion- 519 State St. and Loken Bros. Store 
less and profound heart of the sapphire. — . ——
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Oo Via Mentis | 
. . - (Continued from page 134) 3 

By our Dew plan Cl travagantly gold; the sky was lavishly blue. The 
one can OWn a musica grass and the flying trees, bushes, were green 

|| instrument—come in flames. He could smell the old virile odor of the 
| and le t us tell you sweating horses, feel the swing and rhythm of the 
| abou t it. gallop: while his knees pressed the warm flanks. 

| V 
UNIVERSITY MUSIC SHOP Cummings reflected on all that he had said that 

, afternoon; it seemed to him that his words were 
At 511 State Ph. B. 7272 like the Jagged cracks in a mouldering wall, in- 

: dicating slow processes within, whose sketchiness 
ne §—SETVEd Only to conceal the wall’s ramified crumb- 

a lings. Presently the cracks would widen, widen 
Exclusive and Correct until they swallowed the wall. 

Those hoof-beats, for instance. Beautifully 
| M | L L | N F R Y clear and insistent, they swept him from the sur- 

| face of life to plunge him into remote depths. The 
Always will be found at the hoof-beat-mood. But the depths contained more 

than gentlemen of the sword riding for the King, 
C l with cloaks flying and white teeth smiling out of 

debonair lips. He remembered that even before 
alo y ne Mat Shop - his fumbling fingers had clumsily chanced on the 

420 State Street plexus of the secret, even his ordinary life had 
been full of swift moods. Take hate. There 

were many ways of hating; one could play with © 
=== hate like a delicious poison, or an energizing 

draught of crystal springwater. One well versed 
For Easter--- in the science might be able to charm a whole 

eycle of life, with its varying intonations, shrill- 
‘Take home a box of ings, resinous—timbres and overtones, from a 

violin of hate alone. And so it was with love, or 

YY fear, or grief. Then what might a beautiful 
Hyler S C andy blending together of all of them, a skilled orches- 

tration, be able to accomplish? 

Sumner & Cramton Vi | , The whole world knows sleepless nights; every- 
670 State Street one but the individuals who are mere animals, of 

whom there are not as many as our satirists would 
= AVE US believe, has experienced those holocaustic 

| hours of chaos when, staring at the ceiling of a 
darkened bedchamber, crippled ideas, broken de- 

| Your Prescription sires, incoherent words and phrases, go tramp- 
. ling over us like bodies of disorganized cavalry. 

Pr omptly Filled and Images shatter into images, unbearably real and 
significant; the storehouse of oblivion containing 

Accur ately at the locust-swarms of forgotten things is suddenly 
burst open, and there begins a mad carnival of 
liberation that lasts half the night. 

LEWIS PHARMACY Such moments are common to everyone; but 
Across from Co-op now recurred to Cummings a strange conscious- 

ness that had gripped him supremely perhaps 
: three times in his whole life, though never previ-
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ously as strongly as now—a consciousness that 
may only be termed—‘‘verging.’’ . . 

Quite suddenly a veil was taken from his eyes, Don’t Stand in Line! 
and he was made aware, in a brief moment, that ; 

all unknown to himself, small, unrecognized forces Do your banking with an up-to-date bank | 
had been gathering within him for years: the tat offers you every convenience and ser- 

strays and remnants, probably, that his ‘‘sanity”’ 
had been denying and relegating to obscurity, and with your checking or savings account 
that now they stood welded into a mountain of 
energy, tottering over his ant-like head, perhaps ° e 
even now beginning the swift downward crash Commercial National Bank 
that would crush himself and this bright, shiny State Street at the Square. 
little world he had known all his life into shape- 
less fragments. ——————————————_—_—_—— eS 

*‘I am going insane,’’ he muttered. ‘‘I am 
surely going insane. Presently. Yes, presently. 
In a moment I will be screaming, screaming and ? PANTS 
leaping along the street. So this is how it be- leapin SUITS 

He studied himself. He studied the little cur- $35, $38, $40 
rents of animal sensations that eddied swiftly . 

through his body, everywhere; he attempted to See them at — 
analyze the odd images that swept in and out of 

his mind, like elves running across a dark theatre | RUPP’ S | 
stage, and to grasp the thoughts they trailed after 
them. He even watched the way he watched him- 734 State St 
self; detached, he saw himself excitedly noting tate otreet 
down the curiosities that darted though bean Ore__—_—_—«—«—«—«—«—<—_—_—_—_—___——E 

His heart, pounding and pounding, seemed to J- ODT 
contract and grow cold. His pulse rapidly in- 
creased its velocity. His fear gathered upon him, Men And Women 
and through it as through a microscope he saw the 

labyrinthine archives of his intellect, the tunnels, Day by Day, in Every Way 
sub-tunnels, corridors, secret chambers, vaults— We are Trying to Serve You 
saw them melting and crumbling away, a blasted Better and Better 
ant-hill. Try us now, if you haven't before 

His fingers clasped and unclasped nervously, 
until he noticed them, and recollected that he had 

once seen a victim of agoraphobia do the same EMIL ORN E 

thing. At the image a bolt of terror shot through 608 University Avenue Badger 797 
him. He knew, knew positively that presently he 
would bite and shriek, that his last shreds of co- . 

herent will-power would vanish, and his brain 

would tumble into a thousand dark pieces, slip- Have Your Clothes 

ping away from him utterly. 
In an effort to rid himself of the horror that 

was drinking his strength and ‘‘sanity’’ in enor- Cleaned and Pr essed 
mous draughts, he attempted to concentrate the for Easter at the 

coils of his mind on something quite sane. A 
subtle trick of logic, propounded by John Stuart 

Mill, presented itself. For a moment he ran over Campus Clothes Shop 
the complex details of it, seeing it clearly and 827 University Ave. 
wholly; and then, while the pit of his heart burned bh 7 
unendurably, he watched item after item sink 10 per cent off on cash calls 
from his understanding. One moment he saw ten | |
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lines of reasoning, connected and symmetric (_———_—_—_—_—_—_—_——SS.. 
then one of them faded as he watched it, vanished 
into oblivion, and then another, and then another. VELVET | 

Quite casually Cummings inspected his finger- J C E C R E A M 
nails. Inspecting his finger-nails. Inspecting, Rich, pure and delicious. 
casually, casually inspecting, inspecting his fin- Eat more ice cream it is 
ger-nails. Inspecting quite casually. The im- the ideal dessert. 
port of it surged over him in a wave of terror. So | 7 
this was the way it came. Delightfully, casually KENNEDY DAIRY CO. 
inspecting—quite casually—his finger-nails. Sole Manufacturers of Velvet Ice Cream . 

He began to walk rapidly. The fragment of a 629 West Washington Avenue Badger 2751 poem floated through his head, and he repeated 
it, grasping: SS 

-  “*Where the thistle lifts a purple crown 
Six foot out of the turf, YOUR PATRONAGE WE 

And the harebell shakes on the windy hill— 
O breath of the distant surf!—”’ APPRECIATE 

He could not think it. Then he forced himself We wish to retain it. That’s why we 
to go over it, word by word, and understand it: feature merchandise that satisfies. 

‘‘Where the thistle—thistle—lifts a purple— 
| crown : 

Six foot out of—above—the turf—ground—”’ The Cardinal Pharmacy 
oo | University Ave. at Park St. Four thin lines of a poem between him and de- “Sudden Service” | 

struction; if he took his mind from the words for 
the fraction of a moment, that other would leap. | 

‘‘And the harebell—harebell—shakes . . .” | 
The poem was swept away. There was a brief 

struggle for mastery, and the hopeless threads of Law rence 
*‘sanity’’ broke . . . the mountain had fallen. 

Cummings smiled into the city’s diminutive L h 
vortex, and saw beyond it. unc ; 

vil Best, Quickest 
What happened—in the five hours that Cum- 

mings was ‘‘looking through the eyes of the or- Cheap est 
chid’’ as he afterwards called it, merely for the 
sake of a vague indication? Frankly, the written Come to Us 
language cannot paint ‘‘through the eyes of the 
orchid ;’’ certain very indefinite colours, jagged 
ends of broken twigs, persuasive mutterings— 
such things approach the alphabet necessary. But Home Grown 
of spoken words there are only six or seven, Cum- 
mings discovered, that could be of any service in Easter Flowers 
conveying ideas of his experiences that afternoon. . . “Byzantine”, “Bro om”, ‘Triano n’”’, “Mata- Fresh Cuttings daily from our own exten- 

dor’’, ‘‘Ordyx’’, and one or two others. sive greenhouses. 
Not much chance of building a great literature PROMPT SERVICE ALWAYS— 

through the orchid’s eye? ‘‘You’re right,’’ he 

told Randall, | Smith-Knox Floral Co. _ “*But the ‘orchid’ does not grow in a world of Store 112 E. Main St., Badger 335. 
literature, oyster cocktails, music, and madmen,”’ Greenhouses 2023 Sherman Ave., Fairchild 40. 
he added. 7
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| Cc . . 

climpsons 

It pays to buy In Madison 

Hosts of Lovely New Spring Frocks a 
| Just Arrived From New York 

You will be delighted with the exquisite frocks which we are 
offering in a variety of the newer shades: Persian, Paisley, 
soft gray,---delicate and harmonious tints which are expressive 
of the airy, elusive charm of Springtime and Youth. 

Also accessories for Sports, Street Afternoon and Formal Wear | 

Buy it from an Exclusive Women’s Shop 

University Printers 

Is at Your Service 

114 South Carroll Street Badger 486-487 

"ALL THINGS MUSICAL AT HOOK BROS.”
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$3.00 Down Park er Madison 
$5.00 per Month Hotel FE Wistonnin 

wit C ae aera 
watt 

f oe 5 Cs hu 
eg =o Sore iC se 

ees, arte Our clothes LOOK ex- 
Pes pensive---but they. are 

ing ee eT Ah ge not! They achieve their 
ee TPL air of costliness by be- 

= * pe) of 5 = . . 

es ZV, ing refreshingly differ- 
ent from too-familiar 

SHIPMAN-WARD REBUILTS 
5 Year Guarantee modes. oe ew Shs acre 

We invite you to inspect our 
: , ‘ / Spring assemblage. You will 

521 State St. F422 not be pressed to purchase. 

PUBLIC SALES Wool 
We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S. 

Army Munson last shoes, sizes 514 to 12 Bur i ex 
which was the entire surplus stock of one 
of the largest U. S. Government shoe 
contractors, Rugs 

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred : ‘ : 
percent solid leather, color dark tan, Made in Burlington, Wis. for 
bellows tongue, dirt and water proof. 
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00 os 
Owing to this tremendous buy we can Sororities and 
offer same to the public at $2.95. os 

Fraternities 
Send correct size. Pay postman on 

delivery or send money order. If shoes Ack h d are not as represented we will cheerfully s to See t oe 
refund your money promptly upon mention Lit to our 
request. salespeople. 

National Bay State 
Maw-Olson Dry Goods Shoe Company C 

296 Broadway New York, N. Y. ompany 

ALL THINGS MUSICAL AT HOOK BROS.
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